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What do we want
from policy makers?



Awareness of the opportunities
and challenges

Understanding of the tools and 
trade offs

Adopt good policy levers



Policy makers are typically far, far away
from science and technology…

§ Information lag
§ Language gap
§ Mainly indirect sources (“translators”)
o General press
o Multi-laterals (WB, OECD, etc)
o Think tanks
o Consultants

Trends, fads, and buzz words









What can a good policy maker learn
already?

1) There is a need for
policy guardrails to
ensure ethical and 
socially responsible
AI

2) Policies should be 
defined through
inclusive and 
interdisciplinary
collective thinking

3) AI ethical guidelines
reasonably well
established over the
past three years



Principles are not enough (necessary
condition, but not sufficient).

Policy is about making hard choices
under uncertainty. It’s about trade-offs. 

Key questions:
1) What technical tools are available?
2) What are the trade-offs involved?
3) What policy levers are available?



A few examples of tools for ethical ML

Privacy:
• Differential privacy
• Edge computing and federated learning

Bias
• Constrained optimization (eg equality of false negatives)
• Training data diversity

Explainability
• Feature Importance
• Instance level or temporal explanations
• Transparent design



Trade-offs between ethical tools and 
prediction accuracy (Pareto frontiers)



Technical tools present a menu of
options, but do not offer ethical
decisions by themselves. 

Ethical decision making benefits from
understand the “shape” of the trade-off 
curve (Pareto frontier)

• Elasticity (impact)
• Decreasing or constant returns



Prediction acuracy is not the only
goal involved in trade-offs

Ethical objectives might, in some
circumstances, be in tension with each other.

Other tensions may exist with broader
national goals:
• Innovation
• Beneficial international leadership

(geopolitical dimension of ethical AI)



Policy levers

Industry
self-regulation

Regulation

Incentives

Prohibition



Some thoughts on regulation and incentives

• Start by assessing the potential scope of application and effectiveness
of already existing legislation/regulation (eg laws on consumer
protection). Build upon the existing frameworks.

• Most regulation should be sector specific, but a few common rules 
may be beneficial. Explore temporal regulation.

• Pre-market testing for safety and negative (ethical) effects should be 
mandatory when ML is used to aid decisions with legal, life-critical or
public resources allocation implications.

• Individual opt-out provisions may result in “tragedy of the commons” 
type of problems, discouraging innovation. Opt-in even worse.

• R&D on technical tools that address ethical problems while mitigating
the trade-offs should be a very high priority around the world.



The risk of regulatory fragmentation

• The rise of Deep learning is a global phenomenon. Data flows across
borders and jusrisdictions.

• In contrast, regulation is defined country by country, and some times 
locally within countries.

• Regulatory fragmentation creates inefficiencies and barriers to entry
for startups. 

Ø There is a case for international frameworks and agreements.

Ø Domestic regulatory fragmentation (as may happen in the US) is a 
risk to competitiveness and inclusion.  



ACCOUNTABILITY is both an
OBJECTIVE and a POLICY LEVER

• When a well informed individual or company is fully accountable for
the consequences of using algorithms to make/aid decisons –
including liability for mistakes, discrimination, or data breaches –
better incentives are in place for a good use of AI.

• Example: clinicians won’t adopt ML tools unless they understand its
predictions and the track record is good.

• Excessive reliance on individual (consumer, worker) judgement may be 
suboptimal -- and may weaken the accountability of other key agents
(companies, governments).

• Human accountability is a natural complement of ML technology, and 
should be a source of job creation in the age of AI. 


